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Introduction 

• Ideology is commonly taken to mean a system of ideas, or a set
of more or less coherent beliefs, attitudes, opinions.

• In Marxist tradition ideology refers to beliefs that are in
some sense distorted or false.

• Althusser emphasizes that the ruling classes do not always
impose their ideas on the subordinated classes. Individuals
are interpellated as subjects and subjects are ‘born into’
ideology.

• They freely accept their subjection to ideology, submits to a
higher authority. They are ‘stripped of all freedom except that
of freely accepting’ their submission. They ‘work all by
themselves’.



Destutt de Tracy

• Althusser points out that the term ‘ideology’ was invented
by Cabanis, Destutt de Tracy and their friends.

• Tracy in a paper proposed that the object of ideology was a
genetic theory of ideas, science or logos of ideas. He
thought it to be a sub-discipline of biology, as it would
analyse human perception for reform of educational
practices.



Marx & Engels 

• For early Marx, ideology is, according to Althusser, the system of
ideas and representations which dominate the mind of a man or
a social group.

• In The German Ideology of Marx and Angels ideology, points out
Althusser, is conceived of as a pure illusion, a pure dream, an
imaginary construction, false thought or false consciousness,
‘upside-down reality’. [Please read ‘Ideology’ in Keywords by
RaymondWilliams, for more details.]

• Althusser says that this ‘dream’ is like the notion of dream as
conceived by the writers before Freud: it was arbitrarily ‘stuck
together’ (bricole) from the residues of the reality of the day.
There is no organic relation between dream and realty.

• Similarly, ideology was ‘an imaginary assemblage or bricolage.
So ideology has no history of its own as its history is outside it,
in the concrete history of concrete individuals, which is the only
full and positive realty.



Louis Althusser

• Althusser intends to use the terms like ‘ideology has no
history’ but in a different sense.

• He distinguishes between a theory of ideology in general,
and a theory of particular ideologies.

• The latter may have different forms, like religious ideology,
ethical ideology, legal ideology, political ideology etc. These
are various ‘world outlooks’.

• Such ideologies express class positions, have a history of their
own, although it is determined in the last analysis by the class
struggle.



Ideology in general

• He uses the term ideology to designate ideology in general.

• Ideology has a structure (as it is a part of the superstructure)
and a function which are immutable, which has no history in
the sense that it is eternal, i. e. non-historical, omnipresent,
trans-historical etc. A structure can have varied contents.
The structure is to be studied synchronically.

• He compares it with Freud’s and Lacan’s idea of
unconscious which is a structure, is eternal, i.e. which has
no history.



Althusser’s Thesis-I: Ideology is a

‘Representation’ of the Imaginary Relationship of 

Individuals to their Real Conditions of Existence.

• Ideology is representation.

• ‘Ideology represents the imaginary relationship of individuals
to their real conditions of existence.’

• It is not their real conditions of existence, their real world,
that men represent to themselves in ideology.

• The real relations in capitalism are painful, leading to
alienation*, an experience of estrangement from society, and
commodity fetishism*.

• So ideological representations make men imagine that the real
relations are not painful and not alienating.

• It is the imaginary nature of this relation which underlies all
the imaginary distortion that we can observe (if we do not live in
its truth) in all ideology.



Althusser’s Thesis-I (Contd.)

• ‘All ideology represents in its necessary distortion not the
existing relations of production (and other relations that
derive from them), but above all the (imaginary) relationship
of individuals to the relations of production and the
relations that derive from them.’

• ‘What is represented in ideology is therefore not the system of
the real relations which govern the existence of individuals,
but the imaginary relation of those individuals to the real
relations in which they live.’



Althusser’s Thesis-I (Contd.)

• Althusser puts emphasis on this imaginary nature of this
relation, because it is generally said that although ideology (say,
religious ideology or any ideology) is largely imaginary, it has a
relation to reality which can be discovered through
interpretation.

• In ideology, it is said, ‘men represent their real conditions of
existence to themselves in imaginary forms’ as is done in
mythology, claim many.

• But Althusser refutes that the real world is reflected in the
imaginary representation of the world found in an
ideology.



Althusser’s Thesis-II: ‘Ideology has 

material existence.’

• Althusser says that ‘an ideology always exists in an [ideological
State] apparatus, and its practice or practices. This existence is
material’, not ideal or spiritual.

• For ideas of a human subject, despite imaginary distortion, exist
in his actions. Althusser goes further, and speaks of ‘actions
inserted into practices, which are governed by rituals in which
these practices are inscribed, within the material existence of
an ideological apparatus’.

• For example, If an individual believes in God, he goes to
Church, kneels, prays, confesses, does penance, repents.
These have in a sense material existence.



Althusser’s Thesis-II (Contd.)

• Thus the ideal or spiritual existence of ideas of a
subject (individual) has disappeared; the existence of
ideas is inscribed in the actions of practices governed by
rituals defined in the last instance by an ideological
apparatus.

• In this way Althusser emphasizes that his theory is
based on materialist philosophy, like historical
materialism, not on any idealist philosophy.



Interpellation

• For ideology, the category of subject is very important. As
Althusser says:

 There is no ideology except for concrete subjects,

 and this destination for ideology is only made possible by the
subject.

 All ideology interpellates concrete individuals as concrete
subjects.

• Interpellation means hailing, calling or attracting someone’s
attention.

• On the street when a policeman hails someone as ‘Hey, you
there!’ the hailed individual turns back. As soon as he turns
back he becomes a subject.



Interpellation

• Similarly, Ideology functions in such a way that it transforms
the individuals into subjects by interpellation (or hailing).

• However, we have to understand interpellation without any
notion of temporal succession. We are born into ideology.

• As ideology, like unconscious, is eternal, it may be said that
ideology has always-already interpellated individuals as
subjects.

• So it can be said, an individual is always-already subject, even
before he is born. For it is certain that the child after its birth
will have its Father’s Name, and have an identity and so on. So
the child is always-already subject in and by the familial
ideology.



An Example: The Christian Religious 

Ideology

• To illustrate interpellation, Althusser gives the example of the
functioning of the Christian religious ideology.

• The Christian religious ideology through the Scripture (Word of
God) addresses an individual by his name (for example Peter)
and says that Peter, God exists, this is what you must do, if you
obey the law of love, you will be part of the Glorious Body of
Christ etc.

• Now Peter responds and obeys, recognizes his identity, his place
in the world and thus always-already is interpellated as a
subject. But the subject thinks that he is freely doing this,
obeying on his own. Nobody is forcing him to behave in this
way.

• Similarly, capitalist ideology through the ISAs [ for example the
educational ISA] always-already interpellates individuals as
subjects in their various positions in society as workers, as boss,
etc. But the subjects think they are doing it on their own, that
the ISAs are not compelling them to behave in those ways.



Althusser and Lacan

• The various practices of the rituals of the Christian religious
ideology includes baptism, confirmation, communion,
confession, extreme unction etc. which function to set up
Christian religious subjects in the name of a Unique, Absolute,
Other Subject, i. e. God.

• Althusser designates this Subject with a capital S to
distinguish it from the numerous ordinary subjects with a
small s.

• So the interpellation of individuals as subjects presupposes a
Subject.



Althusser and Lacan

• In religious ideology God is the Subject, and his interlocutors-
interpelletes are subjects, who are called by Althusser ‘his
mirrors, his reflections’. He also characterizes ‘the structure
of all ideology’ as speculary , i. e. a mirror-structure’.

• Critics have pointed out that these terms refer to Lacan’s
concept of the mirror stage, the realm of the Imaginary,
which is a realm of images, based in visual perception, or
specular imaging. It may be mentioned that Althusser wrote
an essay called ‘Freud and Lacan’ in 1964.

• Althusser concludes that Interpellation of individuals as
(good) subjects by Ideology (whose concrete forms are realized
in the ISAs and their practices) ensures the reproduction of the
relations of production.




